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101 Amazing Facts about Squid Game 2021-10-29
are you a fan of the netflix smash hit series squid game do you want to find out more about the show its creator the actors sets and much more if like many others the
show has captivated your attention and you want to indulge yourself even more this quick read guide is the ideal addition to your bookshelf organised into sections
covering everything from the participants and the guards to the costumes production information and even some foreshadowing secrets you re sure to learn loads
about the series that has already become netflix s most viewed show of all time whether you d like to amaze your friends with information they didn t know or you
simply want all that knowledge for yourself 101 amazing facts about squid game is the perfect book for you

101 Amazing Facts about The Movies - Volume 1 2014-01-29
did you know that the dog who played toto in the wizard of oz earned more money for the film than any of the munchkins did or that jack nicholson was considered for
the role of hannibal lecter in silence of the lambs if you enjoy going to the movies you will love this book which contains over one hundred amazing facts about your
favourite flicks organised into sections such as cameos money props and more this is the perfect addition for any film fan s bookshelf

101 Amazing Benedict Cumberbatch Facts 2013-05-21
are you a fan of leading british actor benedict cumberbatch whether it is as sherlock a star trek villain or any of his multitude of tv and film roles ben has endeared
himself to fans across the world with his quirky style and amazing acting abilities in this easy to digest ebook are 101 facts about him easily organised into categories
such as his upbringing awards he has won music he enjoys and much more if you re fan of everything cumberbatch then this is the book for you

101 Amazing Facts about Ariana Grande 2015-12-03
are you the world s biggest ariana grande fan or do you want to find out everything there is to know about the actress singer and songwriter if so then this is the book
for you contained within are over one hundred facts about ariana from her childhood and first acting roles through to her emergence as a world renowned singer with
a vocal range to rival mariah carey the book is easily organised into sections so you can find the information you want fast and is an unmissable addition to any fan s
bookshelf

101 Amazing Facts about Charles Dickens 2014-03-11
did you know that charles dickens owned a pet raven that inspired edgar allan poe to write his famous poem with his incredible ability for character names can you
imagine what he once called himself when performing a magic show for some friends what unusual item was used to make his letter opener this fascinating book
contains over one hundred facts about charles dickens organised into categories for easy reading whether you are studying dickens for a project or you are just
interested in finding out more about the greatest author of the victorian age this is the book for you
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101 Amazing Facts about The Hunger Games 2014-05-13
do you know which classical legend was a key inspiration for suzanne collins when she wrote the hunger games or why katniss is so named what amusing incidents
happened to the cast and crew during filming and what are the key differences between the books and the films this fantastic book features over one hundred
fascinating facts split into sections such as costumes actors books films unbelievable facts and more

This Dark Road to Mercy - 101 Amazing Facts You Didn't Know 2014-03-19
did you know cash was inspired by a story about two girls that he knew growing up in north carolina as the basis of his novel or did you know cash had his first novel
published when he was 19 years old but a string of rejections kept him from publishing another story for ten years what are the amazing facts of this dark road to
mercy by wiley cash do you want to know the golden nuggets of facts readers love if you ve enjoyed the book then this will be a must read delight for you collected for
readers everywhere are 101 book facts about the book author that are fun down to earth and amazingly true to keep you laughing and learning as you read through
the book tips tricks to enhance reading experience enter g whiz after your favorite title to see if publication exists ie harry potter g whiz enter g whiz 101 to search for
entire catalogue tell us what title you want next combine your favorite titles to receive bundle coupons submit a review and hop on the wall of contributors get ready
for fun down to earth and amazing facts that keep you laughing learning g whiz disclaimer this work is an unofficial derivative work not to be confused with the
original title it is a collection of facts from reputable sources generally known to the public with source urls for further reading due to the nature of research no content
shall be deemed authoritative nor used for citation purposes refined and tested for quality we provide a 100 satisfaction guarantee or your money back

101 Amazing Truths About Jesus That You Probably Didn't Know 2007-03-06
no one has influenced history like jesus christ yet so many know so little about this amazing man do you know jesus paid taxes his parents almost divorced some of
his ancestors were less than desirable characters sometimes even his followers didn t believe him if jesus was really born on december 25 are you ready to expand
your knowledge beyond the stories you heard in sunday school find truths that will compel you to love him more understand his words and find the secret of true
happiness discover the joy in seeing others through his eyes let this captivating book introduce you to the most creative thought provoking person in history jesus

101 Amazing Emma Watson Facts 2012-10-25
from her days as hermione in the harry potter series to her emergence as one of the finest actressess of her generation emma watson has become a favourite across
the world this book tells you everything you need to know about emma from her first tentative steps in school plays to behind the scenes information from her recent
films and her career as a model if you re an emma watson fan this is the perfect book for you

101 Amazing Facts 2014-07-02
did you know that shakespeare wrote the world s first ever knock knock joke how much of a ribbon worm s own body can it eat and still survive if it gets a little hungry
what unusual lost property has been handed in on the london underground and what surprising kind of song is the american national anthem based on this absolutely
fascinating book contains over one hundred facts covering various categories such as war music tv film ancient civilizations royalty and many more so whether you
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want to know which pirate ate a man s beating heart or what lennon and mccartney s unfinished play was called then this is the book for you

101 Amazing Facts about The Movies - Volume 3 2014-02-06
did you know that will smith was the original choice to play neo in the matrix or that the new zealand censors cut the muppet movie because in their eyes it featured
scenes of gratuitous violence if you enjoy going to the movies you will love this book which contains over one hundred amazing facts about your favourite flicks
organised into sections such as stunts cast members bad decisions and more this is the perfect addition for any film fan s bookshelf

101 Amazing Statistics 2017-05-23
did you know that you re almost two thousand times more likely to die from an asteroid hitting the earth than you are from a terrorist attack would you be shocked to
learn that almost half of pilots surveyed admitted to falling asleep during a flight do you think world population growth is increasing or declining and does a regular
social drinker earn more or less than their alcohol free counterpart this fascinating book contains over one hundred statistics that will surprise shock and amaze you
with sections covering life death crime education the environment and much more this is a great quick read for readers of any age

101 Amazing Things about Heaven 2004
contains over one hundred brief essays that provide information about heaven each accompanied by a scripture verse and reflection

101 Amazing JLS Facts 2012-07-30
are you the world s biggest jls fan do you know everything there is to know about one of the world s best loved boy bands then this is the book for you in this easy to
digest ebook are 101 facts about your favourite group do you know all of them test yourself and your friends with these handily packaged facts easily organised into
categories for maximum enjoyment subjects include individual sections on each member their hits their awards and much more show everyone that you are the
master of jls mania

101 Amazing Unusual Deaths 2017-08-02
death is the one thing about life we can be sure of but exactly how we shuffle off this mortal coil is another story altogether whilst the boring among us may well drift
off in our sleep and the unlucky suffer painfully in some horrible accident very occasionally death will come in such an unusual way as to be particularly noteworthy
ever since the politician draco was suffocated by the gifts an appreciative audience showered him with in the 7th century bc the fates have generously woven their
magic to ensure that members of the human race have gone to meet the choir invisible in ever more interesting circumstances this book examines over one hundred
such cases where the unexpected is the norm and the bizarre commonplace from the humorous to the tragic and the gruesome prepare yourself for a morbid trip
through the kind of material you know the coroners secretly share at their christmas parties
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101 Amazing Things About Christmas 2020-07-07
did you know included in the original roll call of santa s reindeer were dunder and blixem the concept of the nativity scene can be traced back to saint francis of assisi
in 1223 there are only ten us cities that have better than a 90 chance of having a white christmas each year these and 98 other fascinating insights await in this
celebration of the customs entertainment food and festivities associated with christmas learn the origins of some of the most popular yuletide traditions and dispel
some of the biggest myths and misconceptions surrounding the season after reading these incredible facts you will come away with some interesting trivia to share at
your next holiday party and far more important gain a greater appreciation for god and the true meaning of christmas

101 Amazing Facts about Chocolate 2014-07-17
did you know that the latin name for the tree from which we get the seed that we turn into chocolate translates as food of the gods or that eating chocolate can in fact
help prevent tooth decay separated into sections such as chocolate through history chocolate around the world the production process and more this interesting read
contains over one hundred facts whether you are a complete chocoholic or you just want to learn more about a hugely fascinating subject then this is the book for you

101 Amazing Daniel Radcliffe Facts 2012-11-14
daniel radcliffe rose to fame in the lead role of the harry potter films and quickly became a firm favourite of fans across the world from the saviour of the wizarding
world to his horror debut in the woman in black daniel has proved himself to be a box office draw time and time again this interesting book contains 101 amazing facts
separated into categories for your enjoyment it covers all subjects from his acting his personal life his upbringing and his friends and family find out everything there
is to know about daniel and show everyone you are the master of radcliffe knowledge

101 Amazing Harry Potter Facts 2012-10-16
through jk rowling s series of harry potter books and the eight films we have been introduced to a fantastic and magical world that i m sure many of us would like to
visit but what is the story behind what we see and read and what are some little known facts about the books the films the actors and the characters this book
contains 101 amazing facts which you most likely didn t know

101 Amazing Facts about Spiders 2014-09-03
do you know the difference between a spider web and a cobweb what are the two sections of a spider s body called which spider holds the record for the largest
legspan and which species wears the drained corpses of its victims on its back all of these questions and more are answered in this fascinating ebook containing over
one hundred facts separated into sections for easy reference so if you want to know the various uses to which spiders put their silk or the origin of the tarantella dance
then this is the book for you
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101 Amazing Christian Bale Facts 2012-08-29
are you the world s biggest christian bale fan do you know everything there is to know about the actor of a generation then this is the book for you in this easy to
digest ebook are 101 facts about your favourite movie star do you know all of them test yourself and your friends with these handily packaged facts easily organised
into categories for maximum enjoyment sections include christian s films his family and friends and some crazy facts about his life whether your favourite film is the
dark knight the prestige or terminator salvation this fantastic ebook is full of great fun facts for you

101 Amazing Uses for Cinnamon 2021-01-05
everyone loves a good cinnamon roll but did you know cinnamon can help your hair grow longer and stronger in 101 amazing uses for cinnamon discover the many
ways this simple spice can improve your health your home and of course your food from improving memory to aiding digestion to supporting a healthy garden add
some spice to your life with cinnamon millions of people are turning away from the harsh effects of modern solutions and back to the gentle but powerful benefits of
nature s oldest remedies the 101 amazing uses series expertly outlines 101 incredible uses for aloe vera apple cider vinegar ginger essential oils and more each book
is divided into tabbed sections filled with 101 easy to read bite sized benefits for everything from health to beauty to household cleaning promote healthy skin reduce
stress boost your metabolism tenderize meat and more with these simple accessible natural solutions

101 Amazing Facts about Ryan Gosling 2014-07-17
are you the world s biggest ryan gosling fan do you want to find out a whole load of information you probably didn t know about the actor of a generation then this is
the book for you contained within are over one hundred facts separated into sections such as relationships funny facts younger years and more become the master of
ryan gosling knowledge and see if your friends know as much about the heart throb as you whether your favourite film is the notebook drive or lost river or if you re
just a huge fan of dead man s bones then this is the book for you

101 Amazing Facts About Selena Gomez 2013-10-22
are you the world s biggest selena gomez fan or do you want to know everything there is to know about the actress singer and of course ex girlfriend of justin bieber if
so then this is the book for you contained within are 101 amazing facts about everything from selena s upbringing how she got started in the music and film industries
her relationships plus much more the book is easily organised into sections so you can find the information you want fast and is perfect for all ages

101 Amazing Facts about Mary Shelley 2014-05-28
did you know that the idea for frankenstein came to mary shelley in a vivid dream or that her many of her loved ones suffered tragic deaths what are her most famous
quotes and what did she say when rejecting a marriage proposal from actor poet and playwright john howard payne this fascinating book contains over one hundred
facts about shelley organised into categories for easy reading whether you are studying the author for a project or you are just interested in finding out more about
the creator of one of the most enduring monsters of all time this is the book for you
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101 Amazing Facts about Fire Emblem 2021-07-27
are you the world s biggest fire emblem fan or are you a new convert to the highly popular role playing franchise whether you ve just picked up your first game today
or you ve been playing since the the 1990s this excellent quick read guide featuring more than one hundred fascinating facts about the game is an ideal addition to
your bookshelf organised into sections that cover everything from the characters to the game s lore and trivia you re sure to learn loads about the incredible series
that boasts a legion of highly passionate fans across the entire world whether you d like to amaze your friends with information they didn t know or you simply want
all that knowledge for yourself 101 amazing facts about fire emblem is the perfect book for you

101 Amazing Facts About Britney Spears 2013-09-12
are you the world s biggest britney spears fan or do you want to know everything there is to know about the pop princess who is one of the biggest selling artists of all
time if so then this is the book for you contained within are 101 amazing facts about everything from how britney got started in the music industry to her turbulent
love life collaborations with other artists her public meltdown and much more the book is easily organised into sections so you can find the information you want fast
and is perfect for all ages

101 Amazing Facts about Monster Hunter 2021-05-27
are you the world s biggest monster hunter fan or are you a new convert to the series no matter how long you ve been a hunter this excellent quick read guide to the
franchise is an ideal addition to your bookshelf organised into sections that cover things like the individual games the huge array of weaponry the monsters
themselves and more you re sure to learn loads about this classic game series with a fanbase spread across the entire world whether you want to amaze your friends
with information they didn t know or you simply want all that knowledge for yourself 101 amazing facts about monster hunter is the perfect book for you

101 Amazing Facts about the Vatican City 2015-12-10
how much do you know about the vatican city the walled enclave is one of the world s top tourist destinations attracting millions of people each year with its amazing
architecture and works of art this fascinating book contains over one hundred interesting facts about the vatican with sections covering everything from the sistine
chapel to the swiss guards various landmarks and much more including of course those who have held the exalted position of pope whether you are looking to visit
the vatican or are just interested in the history of such as unique state this is the perfect addition for your bookshelf

After Her - 101 Amazing Facts You Didn't Know 2014-06-17
did you know that not only did joyce maynard pen this novel she also provides the voice for the audible version of her novel or did you know that after her is a
combination of a romance and a mystery it is a fictitious version of a true crime that occurred in 1979 revolving around the trailside killer what are the amazing facts
of after her by joyce maynard do you want to know the golden nuggets of facts readers love if you ve enjoyed the book then this will be a must read delight for you
collected for readers everywhere are 101 book facts about the book author that are fun down to earth and amazingly true to keep you laughing and learning as you
read through the book tips tricks to enhance reading experience enter g whiz after your favorite title to see if publication exists ie harry potter g whiz enter g whiz 101
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to search for entire catalogue tell us what title you want next combine your favorite titles to receive bundle coupons submit a review and hop on the wall of
contributors get ready for fun down to earth and amazing facts that keep you laughing learning g whiz disclaimer this work is a derivative work not to be confused
with the original title it is a collection of facts from reputable sources generally known to the public with source urls for further reading and enjoyment it is unofficial
and unaffiliated with respective parties of the original title in any way due to the nature of research no content shall be deemed authoritative nor used for citation
purposes refined and tested for quality we provide a 100 satisfaction guarantee or your money back

101 Amazing Sights of the Night Sky 2017-02-20
is there anything more wondrous and alluring than the night sky you ve seen the stars and you know about the constellations but there s so much more to discover
george moromisato s magnificent full color guide introduces you to 101 amazing sights from saturn s famous rings to the andromeda galaxy learn what to look for and
when and where to find it this astronomy book is perfect for beginners so many objects can be seen with the unaided eye or binoculars while others simply require a
small telescope book features guide to 101 phenomena and objects of the night sky ranked by beauty accessibility and historical importance information about
equipment needed from binoculars to small telescopes full color photographs including many from nasa astrophotography tips on taking pictures of the night sky such
as snapping shots with a phone through a telescope charts to know when to look for solar eclipses meteor showers and other notable events

101 Amazing Stories of Hope and Faith 2020-06-09
you wouldn t believe it but james earl jones the voice of darth vader grew up mute michael jordan was cut from his high school basketball team albert einstein was
bullied mercilessly in school beethoven s mom almost aborted him life takes the strangest sharp turns and sometimes u turns robert petterson popular speaker
storyteller and author has been a student for his entire life of what god is teaching us through those real life u turns in this short book he compiles amazing stories
that teach lessons you won t easily forget each entry is written in the rest of the story style popularized by paul harvey marvel at how god has used the lives of these
ordinary people to change the course of human history adapted from the one year book of amazing stories

101 Amazing Facts about Jack the Ripper 2014-03-06
it is 1888 and the foggy streets of whitechapel one of the poorest areas of victorian london are gripped by fear five women thought have been murdered by the same
hand all but one of their corpses terrifyingly mutilated but who were these women and who could the murderer be this fascinating book contains over one hundred
facts about the awful crimes of the serial killer we all know as jack the ripper organised into sections covering each individual victim clues to the ripper s identity
possible suspects and more this is an excellent addition to any classic crime fan s bookshelf

Me Before You - 101 Amazing Facts You Didn't Know 2014-06-27
did you know that one of the main characters of the story is will traynor in the beginning of the novel he is described as a man who has everything he is rich has a
beautiful girlfriend and enjoys going on numerous adventure or did you know that what inspired moyes to write me before you was a story she heard on the radio
about a quadriplegic who had convinced his parents to help him put an end to his life what are the amazing facts of me before you by jojo moyes do you want to know
the golden nuggets of facts readers love if you ve enjoyed the book then this will be a must read delight for you collected for readers everywhere are 101 book facts
about the book author that are fun down to earth and amazingly true to keep you laughing and learning as you read through the book tips tricks to enhance reading
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experience enter g whiz after your favorite title to see if publication exists ie me before you g whiz enter g whiz 101 to search for entire catalogue tell us what title you
want next combine your favorite titles to receive bundle coupons submit a review and hop on the wall of contributors get ready for fun down to earth and amazing
facts that keep you laughing learning g whiz disclaimer this work is a derivative work not to be confused with the original title it is a collection of facts from reputable
sources generally known to the public with source urls for further reading and enjoyment it is unofficial and unaffiliated with respective parties of the original title in
any way due to the nature of research no content shall be deemed authoritative nor used for citation purposes refined and tested for quality we provide a 100
satisfaction guarantee or your money back

World War Z - 101 Amazing Facts You Didn't Know 2014-05-31
did you know the lost symbol has set the record as the fastest selling adult novel in history selling over one million in hardcover and e book versions in the u s the uk
and canada on its first day of release or did you know as a child brown developed an interest in secrets and puzzles and constantly worked on anagrams and
crossword puzzles what are the amazing facts of the lost symbol by dan brown do you want to know the golden nuggets of facts readers love if you ve enjoyed the
book then this will be a must read delight for you collected for readers everywhere are 101 book facts about the book author that are fun down to earth and amazingly
true to keep you laughing and learning as you read through the book tips tricks to enhance reading experience enter g whiz after your favorite title to see if
publication exists ie harry potter g whiz enter g whiz 101 to search for entire catalogue tell us what title you want next combine your favorite titles to receive bundle
coupons submit a review and hop on the wall of contributors get ready for fun down to earth and amazing facts that keep you laughing learning g whiz disclaimer this
work is an unofficial derivative work not to be confused with the original title it is a collection of facts from reputable sources generally known to the public with source
urls for further reading due to the nature of research no content shall be deemed authoritative nor used for citation purposes refined and tested for quality we provide
a 100 satisfaction guarantee or your money back

101 Amazing Facts about The Movies - Volume 2 2014-01-30
did you know that watching scary movies burns more calories than any other genre or that three quarters of the women james bond has slept with have tried to kill
him if you enjoy going to the movies you will love this book which contains over one hundred amazing facts about your favourite flicks organised into sections such as
costumes props original endings and more this is the perfect addition for any film fan s bookshelf

Where'd You Go, Bernadette - 101 Amazing Facts You Didn't Know 2014-06-17
did you know that where d you go bernadette is essentially a story about a woman who feels she is undergoing a career loss in a depriving city bernadette later
disappears leaving behind a set of clues that would help find her or did you know that where d you go bernadette is an epistolary novel wherein the story is told
through letters what are the amazing facts of where d you go bernadette by maria semple do you want to know the golden nuggets of facts readers love if you ve
enjoyed the book then this will be a must read delight for you collected for readers everywhere are 101 book facts about the book author that are fun down to earth
and amazingly true to keep you laughing and learning as you read through the book tips tricks to enhance reading experience enter g whiz after your favorite title to
see if publication exists ie harry potter g whiz enter g whiz 101 to search for entire catalogue tell us what title you want next combine your favorite titles to receive
bundle coupons submit a review and hop on the wall of contributors get ready for fun down to earth and amazing facts that keep you laughing learning g whiz
disclaimer this work is a derivative work not to be confused with the original title it is a collection of facts from reputable sources generally known to the public with
source urls for further reading and enjoyment it is unofficial and unaffiliated with respective parties of the original title in any way due to the nature of research no
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content shall be deemed authoritative nor used for citation purposes refined and tested for quality we provide a 100 satisfaction guarantee or your money back

All the Light We Cannot See - 101 Amazing Facts You Didn't Know 2014-06-17
did you know that all the light we cannot see is a novel written by award winning anthony doerr or did you know that the book is stunningly ambitious and beautiful
and is written about a french girl who is blind and a german boy what are the amazing facts of all the light we cannot see by anthony doerr do you want to know the
golden nuggets of facts readers love if you ve enjoyed the book then this will be a must read delight for you collected for readers everywhere are 101 book facts about
the book author that are fun down to earth and amazingly true to keep you laughing and learning as you read through the book tips tricks to enhance reading
experience enter g whiz after your favorite title to see if publication exists ie harry potter g whiz enter g whiz 101 to search for entire catalogue tell us what title you
want next combine your favorite titles to receive bundle coupons submit a review and hop on the wall of contributors get ready for fun down to earth and amazing
facts that keep you laughing learning g whiz disclaimer this work is a derivative work not to be confused with the original title it is a collection of facts from reputable
sources generally known to the public with source urls for further reading and enjoyment it is unofficial and unaffiliated with respective parties of the original title in
any way due to the nature of research no content shall be deemed authoritative nor used for citation purposes refined and tested for quality we provide a 100
satisfaction guarantee or your money back

Divergent Trilogy - 101 Amazing Facts & True or False? 2014-05-23
get the bundle package of your favorite g whiz titles and save did you know divergent is the first novel ever written by roth followed by the sequel insurgent and both
hit the new york bestsellers list or did you know to date book sales are now over 5 million copies for both novels combined and both titles are harpercollins most
successful e books ever in regards to sales what are the amazingly true facts behind divergent trilogy by veronica roth do you want to know the golden nuggets of
facts readers love if you ve enjoyed the book then this will be a must read delight for you collected for readers everywhere are 101 book facts about the book author
that are fun down to earth and amazingly true to keep you laughing and learning as you read through the book tips tricks to enhance reading experience enter g whiz
after your favorite title to see if publication exists ie harry potter g whiz enter g whiz 101 to search for entire catalogue if not found request to have your choice
created by using form on our website combine your favorite titles to receive bundle coupons write a review when you re done to hop on the list of contributors get
ready for fun down to earth and amazingly true facts that keeps you learning as you read through the book g whiz disclaimer this work is a derivative work not to be
confused with the original title it is a collection of facts from reputable sources generally known to the public with source urls for further reading it is unofficial and
unaffiliated with respective parties of the original title in any way due to the nature of research no content shall be deemed authoritative nor be used for citation
purposes refined and tested for quality we provide a 100 satisfaction guarantee or your money back

101 Amazing Facts about Prince Harry and Meghan Markle 2018-05-17
on the 19th may 2018 prince harry and meghan markle tied the knot in a beautiful royal wedding ceremony but just how much do you know about the prince and his
former actress wife this fascinating ebook contains over one hundred amazing facts about the royal couple covering everything from how the two of them met through
to the many ways in which meghan has broken the mould of a traditional princess whether you re interested in the royal rule book and official protocols or you simply
want to know more about the controversies that have surrounded both of these two prominent figures this is the perfect book for you
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